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1 Introduction 

Once you have access to the Sonia Client and your school(s), you can start adding your colleagues by following this 

guide. It will detail how to add placement officer accounts within School Options and talk through the roles and 

permissions which can be customised. This guide assumes default Sonia terminology and your Sonia version is 2021 Q3 

or higher. 

1.1 Adding a placement officer 

To start adding in additional colleagues to your school open School Options which can be found by clicking on File 

and then School Options, but a faster method is to click on the small school icon in the upper left of the Sonia Client. 

 

Then click Placement Officers on the menu at the left. 
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From here, you can see the list of all current placement officers added to this school. It also provides a high-level 

overview of their account, such as if it is active and what admin permission are enabled, but also it shows the user’s 

access level, and whether they have read only, general access or full access. This is also the screen used to identify 

who is the school university administrator. 

 

Click on the green plus icon to add in a new user. 
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There are three parts to the “Add placement officer” screen that now shows. These will be described in detail in the 

sections below. 

 

The first part has the drop-down list of access levels. There are other options here to determine if this account is 

active, is a system or university administrator and whether the account has access to the bulk update wizard and the 

associated rollback functions. 

 

Next, are the tabs which control the permissions for the various modules within Sonia, such as students or placement 

groups. These are populated by default depending on the chosen access level selected earlier, but they can be 

altered. Any alterations will be shown as a number within brackets next to the tab title (the number represents each 

default option you have altered). 
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The final part is where information can be entered on a specific individual. 

 

VERY IMPORTANT: Once you have completed the setup for a user, click the Add (or, Update, depending on 

your version) button at the bottom right of the window. 

When that window closes, and you see the list of users, click Apply to save the new user. 

Once you have added all of your users, click OK on the list of users to close the School Options window. 
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1.2 Configure access level and administrative permissions 

There are three different access levels: 

 

• General Access: This will likely be the most common access level set. It will allow the placement officer to 

conduct placement-related activities, but they will not be able to manage other placement officers or 

change details pertaining to the school. 

• Read Only: Will only allow the placement officer to view the information in the Sonia Client but not make 

any changes. 

• Full Access: Will allow the placement officer to conduct placement-related activities and manage other 

placement officers or change details pertaining to the school. Typically, only one or two power users would 

have this access level. 

 

The remaining permissions are: 

• Is Active: Determines whether the account is active (allowed to login to the Sonia Client) or not. When 

colleagues no longer need access to Sonia, this should be un-ticked to prevent access. 

• Allow bulk update wizard: The bulk update wizards allow editing of records en-masse, meaning 

unintentional data integrity issues could be frequent. As per the screenshot to enable this permission will 

need a user who is a university administrator. 

However, if the account is a university administrator, then it can provide access to the bulk update wizard and 

elevate other users to being university administrators. 

 

• Is university administrator: Allows access to university-level settings that can affect all schools within the 

university that are using Sonia. This access should be limited to IT staff or university-level Sonia 

administrators. 
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1.3 Configure placement officer details 

Now enter in the personal and login details of the placement officer. 

Mandatory fields: 

• First: The user’s first name goes here. 

• Last: The user’s surname goes here. 

• Username: This depends on whether using Sonia or University authentication. Your university IT team can 

clarify what authentication method is being used. If using University, then a password will not need to be 

set and these fields will not be shown. 

• Email: The user’s email address goes here. 

Optional fields: 

• Title: The user’s correct title(s) go here e.g., Dr. Prof. etc… 

• Middle: The user’s middle name(s) goes here. 

• Preferred: The user’s preferred or nickname goes here. 

• Qualifications: The user’s academic or professional qualifications can be listed here. 

• Alternate email: The user’s alternative email address goes here. 

• Work phone: The user’s work phone number goes here. 

• Home phone: The user’s home phone number goes here. 

• Mobile/Cell phone: The user’s mobile phone number goes here. 

• Skype ID: The user’s Skype identification goes here. 

• Photo: A photo of the user can be uploaded. 

• Receive license expiry notifications: The permission is only relevant to the school administrator unless 

everyone needs to know. If the Sonia licence expires Sonia enters a read-only state, where data can be 

viewed but not edited. 

VERY IMPORTANT: When you notify the new user of their login credentials, be sure to let them know their 

Sonia ID! You can copy it from their account window when you set them up and paste it into the secure 

communication you will send them. 
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2 Sonia Client Permissions 

This section will focus on each module across the various tabs and what permissions can be changed. There are two 

types of permission controls when adding or adjusting Client User accounts. A tick box will enable the permission 

when ticked, otherwise it will be disabled. The other control is a drop-down list with three options: 

• Hide: This will hide the section, tab, or option. 

• Can view: This will show the section, tab, or option but not allow the user to make changes. 

• Can manage: This will show the section, tab, or option and allow the user to make changes. 

2.1 School Options tab 

All the controls are drop-down lists and will manage the client user’s access to each section. 
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2.2 Students tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Students module and control what the client user can do or what options are 

available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a student record, or not. 

• Follow Up: Can set a follow up reminder on a student record, or not. 

• Impersonate: Can impersonate a student, or not. 

• Use wizards: Can access the bulk wizards under the student module’s search tab, or not. 

• Import: Can access and use the in-client student importer, or not. 
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2.3 Sites  tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Sites module and control what the client user can do or what options are 

available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a site record, or not. 

• Follow Up: Can set a follow up reminder on a site record, or not. 

• Use wizards: Can access the bulk wizards under the site module’s search tab, or not. 

• Import: Can access and use the in-client site importer, or not. 

• Manage submissions: Can manage site submissions, or not. 

• Synchronise external sites: Can manage external site providers (such as Sonia Central or SPOT), or not. 
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2.4 Site contacts tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Site contacts module and control what the client user can do or what 

options are available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a site contact record, or not. 

• Follow Up: Can set a follow up reminder on a site contact record, or not. 

• Impersonate: Can impersonate a site contact, or not. 

• Use wizards: Can access the bulk wizards under the site contact module’s search tab, or not. 
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2.5 Offers tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Offers module and control what the client user can do or what options are 

available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete an offer, or not. 
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2.6 Placement groups tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Placement groups module and control what the client user can do or what 

options are available to them. 

• Placement Group: 

o Add/Delete/Copy placement group: Can make these changes, or not. 

o Copy placement requests: Can copy placement requests, or not. 

• Fundamental, Common, Extra, Placements, Options: Can set the buttons within these sections to read-

only (Can view) or read/write (Can manage). 

• Roster: Can make this page read-only (Can view) or read/write (Can manage). 

• Search: Can use the wizards on this page, or not. 

• External providers: Can set the tabs to read-only (Can view) or read/write (Can manage). 
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2.7 Supervisors tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Supervisors module and control what the client user can do or what options 

are available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a supervisor record, or not. 

• Follow Up: Can set a follow up reminder on a supervisor record, or not. 

• Impersonate: Can impersonate a supervisor, or not. 

• Use wizards: Can access the bulk wizards under the supervisor module’s search tab, or not. 
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2.8 Forms tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Forms module and control what the client user can do or what options are 

available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a form, or not. 
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2.9 Workflows tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Workflows module and control what the client user can do or what options 

are available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a workflow, or not. 
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2.10 Scholarships tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Scholarships module and control what the client user can do or what options 

are available to them. 

• New/Save/Delete: Can create, save, and delete a scholarship, or not. 
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2.11 Invoices tab 

These permissions will have effect in the Invoices module and control what the client user can do or what options are 

available to them. 

• Invoices 

o Add new/Copy/Delete/Authorise invoice: Can make these changes, or not. 

• Fundamental, Common, Extra: Can set the buttons within these sections to read-only (Can view) or 

read/write (Can manage). 

• Options, Search, Bulk assign: Can have these permissions, or not. 

 


